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 EZ-Reverb Designed for the modern composer, EZ-Reverb offers multiple reverb types, including vintage, room, hall, plate,
diffusion, and room with diffusion, all with the convenience of a single interface. The EZ-Reverb interface is designed to be a
simple, easy-to-use audio interface that will work with any DAW. There are no settings to memorize and no extraneous sliders
or controls. EZ-Reverb is designed to be intuitive and fast with a user interface that speaks the language of the average music

producer. EZ-Reverb features digital reverb algorithms that produce classic reverb from classic hardware: Vintage: Pitch-
corrected and dynamic range-corrected reverb is passed through a classic tube amplifier to emulate the ambience of vintage
effects. Chorus: Analog chorus can be modulated, providing unique creative control. Plate: Analog plate with parametric EQ
and saturation features are very useful tools for creating a sound that has just the right amount of depth. Diffusion: Digital

diffusion effect is used to simulate a wide variety of room responses. Hall: Hall reverb with sophisticated controls for ambience,
room size and diffusion tail. Room: EZ-Reverb's room reverb algorithm is flexible and controllable, with fully parametric room
dimensions and tapering control. In addition to the reverb algorithms, EZ-Reverb also provides a broad range of mixing controls

for all reverb types, including reverb time, decay time, and mix level. EZ-Reverb is a very affordable, and very useful, audio
interface for the modern composer. MSRP $59.99. EZ-Chorus Designed for the modern composer, EZ-Chorus offers a wide

variety of chorus effects with a minimalist user interface. EZ-Chorus features a variety of chorus effects for modern
composition. Chorus: Analog chorus can be modulated to get creative control over the effect. Phaser: Analog phaser has fully

parametric frequency and amplitude controls. Ring Modulator: Analog ring modulator with fully parametric frequency,
amplitude and tapering controls. Envelope Follower: Analog envelope follower with fully parametric frequency, amplitude and

tapering controls. In addition to the chorus effects, EZ-Chorus also provides a 82157476af
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